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J.S. Bach: Cantata BWV 2, “Ach Gott, vom Himmel sieh darein”

Cantata BWV 2 is from June 1724, during Bach’s second year in Leipzig, and is as 
unadorned in its expression as Cantata 21 is often elaborate. “Ach Gott, vom Himmel 
sieh darein” is scored for alto, tenor, and bass solos, and for an orchestra of two 
oboes, strings, a continuo group (cello, bass, bassoon, organ), and four trombones 
(which double the voice parts in the opening chorus and final chorale). This is the first 
appearance of this work in Cantata Singers’ history.

—David Hoose

Martin Luther’s chorale version of Psalm 12 is the sole source for Cantata BWV 2. 
While the unnamed author of the text has arranged the various verses into chorus, 
recitative, and aria format, the sense and character of the Luther chorale remains 
unusually pure. It is characteristic of Bach when dealing with Luther that the ideas 
remain more or less unadulterated. 

Bach treats the opening verse of the chorale in an archaic neo-Renaissance 
manner. A strict four-voice texture with independent continuo line is observed 
throughout. Of the five chorale-based choruses in this style, four are to Luther texts. It 
is clear that Bach associates this manner with bedrock Lutheran theology. By having 
the chorale in the alto voice, rather than the usual soprano, Bach submerges the 
sinner in the texture, looked down upon from heaven by the sopranos. The harmony is 
of the densest sort. Phrygian melodies are among the most difficult to convert to 
tonality, but here Bach jumps into crabbed and ambiguous harmony from the outset. It 
must be a manner that he associates with this tune, for the organ setting in the 
Kirnberger collection is similar in density and unique in that collection for its harmonic 
daring. 

It is interesting that the phrase structure remains quite clear and even simple. 
When we think of the elaborate phrase overlaps in the treatment of the previous 
church week’s chorale tune, O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort, these phrases seem very 
direct. One senses that the very complexity of harmony is enough for Bach here. 
There is also an extraordinary economy of motive. The subject, derived from the tune 
and two counter-subjects, contains virtually all of the material in the movement. The 
doubling of the voice parts by trombones emphasizes the archaic nature of the music. 

A line of the chorale sung by the solo tenor with continuo sets off the following 
recitative. While this seems at first to be in Bach’s familiar manner of chorale with 
tropes, no further musical reference to the tune occurs, and the recitative moves to a 
more modern style. 

The elegant alto aria with solo violin is in striking contrast to the severity of what 
has come before. Clearly the chattering violin part is meant to represent the 
Rottengeistern [dissenting spirits] and the Ketzerei [heresy]. There is a marvelous 



moment when the suave continuity comes to a stuttering halt at the words “Trotz 
dem” [despite, in spite of]. A fragment of the chorale tune enters like a beacon and 
brings us back to the seriousness of the subject. 

After the harshness of the harmony in the opening chorus and the elegance of the 
alto aria, Bach finds yet another color for the bass recitative. Here is a marvelous 
example of the variety to Bach’s chromaticism: harsh dissonance and vertiginous 
progressions in the first chorus, melting and soft edged progressions in this 
recitative. The first two bars of recitative show how carefully Bach gauges his 
harmonic color. Notice the darkness at the word verstört [confused], and the stab of 
pain at the word “Ach.” This is not only a change from the brittle B-flat major of the alto 
aria, but a transition to the radiance of the following aria’s “alchemy.”

In a work such as this cantata one can be so amazed by the harmonic detail and 
astonished by the contrapuntal deftness that the sheer melodic invention can be 
forgotten. Certainly a tune such as in the tenor aria reminds us that the lessons 
learned by Bach in his transcription of Italian concertos were as important as his 
German contrapuntal heritage. The principal melody is worth looking at in some 
detail: notice how the eighth and two sixteenth-note figure is turned upside down in 
the second and third measures. And then, the entirety of each of those measures is 
itself turned upside down in the fourth bar. This is yet another example of subtle 
changes to what could be a garden-variety sequence in order to create a varied and 
highly profiled melody. This is one of those tunes that, once heard, is never forgotten. 
Clearly, Bach found the metaphor of the refining of the silver central to the message 
of the cantata. 

The final chorale, while still very chromatic, has somehow lost the harsh language 
of the opening chorus. Bach never leaves the listener unchanged by his musical 
experience. 

—Craig Smith, courtesy of Emmanuel Music; edited by David Hoose
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Peter Child: Lamentations

Peter Child’s Lamentations is the fifteenth work for chorus and orchestra 
commissioned by Cantata Singers. Many of this stream of compositions have 
focused on issues of social justice, having been led by the first three works written 
for the organization: John Harbison’s Flight into Egypt (viewing the story of Mary and 
Joseph as metaphor for the homeless), Donald Sur’s Slavery Documents 
(responding to what Sur called as the America’s unaddressed Achilles heel), and 
Peter Child’s Estrella (looking pointedly at political unheaval in Central America). 
Unlike Estrella, Lamentations reaches more broadly, but like his and others’ earlier 
Cantata Singers compositions, this music speaks deeply to the unchanging human 
condition.

Lamentations is in ten connected sections, each setting a different group of 
verses from David Rosenberg’s intensely personal poetic translation of the biblical 
Lamentations, A Literary Bible: An Original Translation [Counterpoint Press 2009]. 
Child’s Lamentations is for mezzo-soprano and baritone solos, four-part chorus, 
strings, piano, and percussion. 

The commissioning of Lamentations was made possible by the generous 
support of Epp K.J. Sonin and Charles and Nan Husbands, given in honor of David 
Hoose’s 35th year as Music Director.

—DH

The poems that comprise the biblical Book of Lamentations bear witness to the 
tribulations of dispossessed and exiled Jews after the destruction of Jerusalem and 
the First Temple, over two-and-a-half thousand years ago. The expression of fear, 
despair, and abandonment that they give voice to echoes down the centuries in the 
experiences of dispossessed and abandoned peoples in our own time. The 
contemporary relevance of this ancient text is particularly evident in the harrowing 
translation of Lamentations, chapter 3, by David Rosenberg (A Literary Bible).  His 
gritty, free rhythms and unflinching imagery bring the testimony squarely into the 
twentieth century, with clear allusions to the Holocaust. Read in our own day, mindful 
of the vast populations of desperate refugees throughout our world and of the 
shunned, threatened undocumented peoples here in the U.S. and at our borders, 
some of Rosenberg’s lines feel as though they have been taken from the daily 
newspaper headlines. 

What led me to Rosenberg’s text for my new composition for the Cantata Singers 
was a desire to contribute to the group’s commitment to new works concerned with 
issues of social justice. The poetry is dark, and the music, like the verse, dramatizes 
extremes of feeling, culminating in a chorus of unmitigated fury, violent rhythm and 
harsh dissonance. At the other extreme, the poet’s change of direction in two verses 
(TET, RESH), where she speaks of the nearness and comfort of God, is especially 
consoling and mystical: the musical language there becomes luminous and softens. 
Structurally, the music follows the form of the verses in Rosenberg’s translation, 
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which in turn reflects the alphabetic acrostic that shapes the original Hebrew 
poetry—hence the titles, derived from the Hebrew alphabet. Almost every verse, in 
my setting, has distinctly contrasting musical treatment and material. 

I am extremely grateful to the Cantata Singers, their executive director Jenifer 
Hughes, and their brilliant conductor David Hoose, for the opportunity that brought 
Lamentations into being. 

—Peter Child

On the Female Voice of Zion in Lamentations as an Ancient City Goddess—
and as an Individual Voice, Mine and the Original Jerusalem Poet’s

The Sumerian poems for ruined cities, like many other ancient laments for 
destruction, suggest the city goddess has fled due to resentment by the residents. 
How did they resent? Paying too much attention to earthly ritual, the citizens 
neglected the city’s defense; indeed, they resented the daily necessity of it. They 
resented, too, the underlying history of how the city was founded, which is properly 
studied by living in history. For every Sumerian lament for a ruined city there is a 
previous lament, because after more than a millennium of Sumerian texts, many cities 
had been destroyed, rebuilt, destroyed again. 

Of course, this is a personal analysis that cuts through layers of mythological and 
theological imagery. On the text’s rich surface, there’s an apparent conflict within 
God, between the divine aspect of Creator--in which the natural world suffers but 
regenerates—and the God of history. The Creator pulls us back from extinction by 
virtue of the biblical covenant: the world is creative and redemptive, and 
Lamentations keeps coming back to that. Meanwhile, however, the historical God of 
Israel in the Hebrew Bible is always pushing forward toward a moral revelation of 
justice, however dark the world appears. The thing is, the revelation of justice isn’t 
here yet; the lament takes it on faith, like a spiritual blues. It was written after ancient 
Jerusalem’s near extinction, yet is just as relevant to the hostility that surrounds 
contemporary Jerusalem. Relevant as well to modern Aleppo’s destruction and the 
failure of the international system—Aleppo a city as old as the Ur and Uruk of 
Sumerian laments.

Those Sumerian laments we can read today date back to between the 30th and 
20th Century BCE. The much later Book of Lamentations was composed by Hebrew 
poets in the 6th Century BCE. My translation, made in the 20th Century CE, reflects 
the destruction of the European Jewish diaspora. In the Sumerian laments, as in 
Lamentations, the diaspora returns to and rebuilds the ruined city. What enlivened 
these excerpts of the poem for me in my translation was the literal return to a Hebrew-
speaking Jerusalem in our day—as well as the literal American survival of my Europe-
fleeing Jewish parents.

—David Rosenberg
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J.S. Bach: Cantata BWV 21, “Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis”

Cantata BWV 21 is in two large sections, the first to precede the sermon, the 
second, to follow. The first part consists of sinfonia, chorus, soprano aria, tenor 
recitative, tenor aria, and chorus. The second part is in strong contrast to the first, and 
it includes a dialogue recitative and duet, chorus, tenor aria, and chorus. The cantata 
is scored for soloists of each voice part, SATB chorus, and a generous orchestra: 
one oboe, one bassoon (with an independent part), strings, four trombones (which 
variously double the voice parts in two of the choruses), three trumpets and timpani 
(which appear only in the final chorus), and a group of continuo instruments that 
includes cello, bass, organ, and the aforementioned bassoon.

This is the fifth appearance of BWV 21 in Cantata Singers’ mainstage series. In 
November 2000, the cantata was performed as a companion to the first Boston 
performance of John Harbison’s Four Psalms; in November 1988, it was paired with 
Cantata BWV 39 and the premiere of Peter Child’s Estrella; in May 1977, John 
Harbison, then music director, conducted it with works of Mendelssohn and Layton; 
and in May 1965, with two other Bach cantatas, Leo Collins led the cantata in the 
third concert ever of the organization. As well, Cantata Singers performed BWV 21 
twice on December 31, 1988, as an unusual part of First Night Boston.

—DH
 
Cantata 21 is one of the Bach’s earliest, longest, and strongest cantatas. Its first 
documented performance was in Weimar in 1714, but much of it seems to have 
earlier origins. Bach revived the piece for later performances, and the cantata has 
been one of his best known throughout history, evoking both admiration and 
controversy.

In 1725 Mattheson, obviously working from detailed knowledge of the score, 
ridicules the text setting in an article in his Crittica Musica. Accurately citing the 
extended repetitions, he leaves no doubt that he finds them excessive and tasteless.

Many years later, in a much friendlier context, Bach’s biographer Spitta points out 
what he takes to be a dramatic flaw—the optimistic return at the end of the first 
chorus: “This is perplexing for we have to return to pain and sorrow after the joyful 
soaring up…” It is true that Bach in his later cantatas never employs this interrupted 
dramatic plan. A more substantive reservation is Spitta’s feeling about the duet 
between the Soul and Christ: “All church music comes to an end as soon as two 
individuals converse with one another in the form of petition and answer.” This duet, 
uncannily close in spirit and structure to the yes-no duet between Susanna and the 
Count in Mozart’s Figaro, is a strikingly sensuous, secular-sounding passage in a 
cantata which seems to revel in exploiting maximum stylistic rage.

The first three choruses have Psalm texts, the fourth a fragment from the Book of 
Revelation. The first two Psalm-derived choruses are each in two highly contrasting 
sections (slow-fast). The Revelation setting is the closest Bach ever got to the blunt, 
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brilliant, bluff choral style of Handel.
The crowning achievement of the piece is the setting from Psalm 116, “Sie nun 

wieder zufrieden,” one of Bach’s monumental vocal chorale preludes. We first hear 
the solo soprano, alto, and bass sing a steady scalar melody for the psalm words, first 
descending, then ascending, against which the tenors intone the chorale melody, 
“Wer nür den lieben Gott lässt walten” (obliquely related to the vocal trio melody). 
Gradually more and more yearning long notes are introduced into the free melodic 
texture. The text exhorts us to be satisfied, that our suffering requires patience and 
submission, while the music pines with longing.

Midway through, the orchestra and choral doublers join, the cantus firmus shifts 
to the sopranos, and the piece lifts off to another level. The winding melodies develop 
more rhythmic energy, the Brahmsian harmonies continue to sigh for a composure 
and decorum they do not wish to attain.

Finally, at the terminus of a spiraling orchestral bass line comes a clinching 
structural downbeat, ten measures from the end, that would not require any 
enhancement from the artillery of the modern orchestra.

The wonderful solos and duos, and the probing instrumental Sinfonia, flank the 
central panel with rich, varied invention, like the side panels of a medieval triptych.

All great concert music gets better as it ages, but with Bach this process is 
intensified; many of us would claim him as music’s Shakespeare, the best we have 
and by a good margin. This cantata, by a young composer, comprehends and 
encloses so much of what music can do. And its composer, like all true makers, never 
had the slightest inclination to re-make it. Already his learning, virtuosity, and 
generosity had enabled him to be at once an intricate and natural artist, a treasure to 
the practitioner and a gift to the listener.

—John Harbison, for Cantata Singers, November 2000


